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Abstract 

We investigate differences between Japanese and German/English and 
explain characteristic phenomena to Japanese. The study helps us to real
ize what can be problematic when translating Japanese into German/English 
and vice versa. 
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1 Introduction 

We list up characteristic phenomena in Japanese realised when we compare the 
language with some other languages such as German or English. Through the 
study we present problems we encounter when translating Japanese into Ger
man/English and vice versa. We are first of all concerned with the translation 
from spoken Japanese into German or English, but we try to observe the dif
ference in the opposite direction, too, hoping that the contrastive study will 
clarify characteristic points in each language. 

In listing up the phenomena, we categorise them into three classes depending 
on the sort of information required for translation: 

• Lexical phenomena: A translation is lexical if the operation only refers to 
lexical information. That is, no syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic infor
mation is necessary. 

• Grammatic phenomena: A translation is grammatic if the operation only 
refers to lexical, syntactic, and semantic information. That is, no prag
matic or extra-linguistic information is necessary. 

• Pragmatic phenomena: A translation is pragmatic if the operation refers 
to lexical, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information. That is, there 
is no limitation to the resources utilised in translation. 

The boundary between lexical and grammatic phenomena is determined based 
on whether or not the source representation is composed of smaller parts. If the 
source representation is a lexical item, the translation is lexical. If the source 
representation is composed of smaller parts related by a syntactic structure, the 
translation is grammatic or pragmatic. 

The boundary between grammatic and pragmatic phenomena is determined 
based on whether or not all the items of information in the source representation 
are encoded in the sentence. If the source representation only contains items 
of information encoded in the sentence, the translation is grammatic. If the 
source representation contains some items of information which are extracted 
from other places than the sentence itself, the translation is pragmatic. 

The report is accordingly organised into three sections, each describing the 
phenomena lexical(§3), grammatic(§4), and pragmatic(§5). The definition of 
these classes needs further refinement, but we believe that the distinction will 
become clearer when we examine each phenomenon in order. 
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Overview We start with a short introduction to Japanese as a language(§2). 
We list up features of Japanese grammar and refer the reader to related sec
tions in the report. We then explain characteristics to Japanese, lexically(§3), 
grammatically(§4), and pragmatically(§5). The last section on pragmatics 
largely remains to be filled in. We opt for another few reports as follow-up 
to make this report compact. The number of problems, 101, in the title sug
gests the degree of complexity we expect of in the project though we can check 
less than half here. Finally, we conclude the report by giving the reader what 
to come(§6). 

Some words on the origin of this report. We started writing the report to ex
plain issues in the translation between Japanese and English, but the goal of 
our project has been changed to the translation between Japanese and German 
while working on the draft. We managed to revise our draft according to the 
change, but the reader might find some inconsistencies. We however believe 
that the report is still useful because we primarily looked into characteristics 
to Japanese, most of which are still characteristic when contrasted against Ger
man. 

2 Japanese as a language 

2.1 Lexical aspects 

2.1.1 No gender 

There is no gender in Japanese. The feature becomes problematic when we 
translate Japanese sentences into German because the subject does usually not 
specify its gender. For example, the following sentence, Uwatashi wa gakusei 
desu"(I am a student) can be translated into two different sentences depending 
on the gender of the subject. 

(1) watashi wa gakusei desu 
I [TOPIC] student be 
Ich bin Student/Studentin. 

2.1.2 No future tense 

There is no marking for future tense on verbs. The same sentence (1) can refer 
to a future event just by adding a time adverbial as below, where the verb form 
does not change. 
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(2) rainen watashi wa gakusei desu 
next year I [TOPIC] student be 
I will be a student next year. 

The past tense is however marked explicitly with Ita' as shown in (3). 

(3) watashi wa gakusei deshi ta 
I [TOPIC] student be[PAsT] 
I was a student. 

2.1.3 No determiner 

There is no determiner in Japanese, therefore, no way to distinguish definite and 
indefinite descriptions. The distinction between singular and plural is often ob
scure, too. The plural form has to be either lexically determined or constructed 
with particular suffixes. The feature leads to considerable degree of ambiguity. 
A noun phrase, 'hon'(book), can for instance be translated to either {a book', 
'the book', {books', or {the books'. 

The lack of determiners means that the way of quantifying objects or events is 
quite different from English or German, too. We will discuss the issue in §4.2.1. 

2.1.4 Verb-object correlations 

Different objects can require different verbs even when the action can be seen 
more or less invariant. For example, the verb, (kiru'(to wear, put on), can be 
specialised depending on the things to be put on, e.g., {haoru' for gowns, {haku' 
for pants or shoes, and 'kaburu' for huts. Different ways of classifying actions 
across languages can be problematic in translation. 

2.2 Grammatical aspects 

2.2.1 Free word order 

The word order is quite flexible. The only strict rule is that the predicate of 
the sentence should come to the final position. The following examples show 
that the positions of {Ken ga' and {hon 0' are exchangeable, but 'yomimasu' 
cannot be moved away from the final position. 
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(4) a. Ken ga hon 0 yomimasu 
Ken[NoM] book[Acc] read 
Ken reads a book/books. 

b. hon 0 Ken ga yomimasu 
book[Acc] Ken[NoM] read 
Ken reads a book/books. 

c. *hon 0 yomimasu Ken ga 
book[Acc] read Ken[NoM] 

2.2.2 Particles 

The grammatical functions are indicated by a number of particles as shown 
above, e.g ., 'ga' and '0 '. The particle, 'ga', often indicates the subject, but it 
can indicate the object of the action, too, as shown below. The example shows 
that the mapping to thematic roles from cases is not straightforward. 

(5) watashi wa hon ga yomi tai 
I [TOPIC] hon[Acc] read want 
I want to read a book/books. 

2.2.3 No relative pronoun 

There is no relative pronoun. Relative clauses therefore have to be identified 
syntactically. In the following example, the clause, "Ken ga katta"(that Ken 
bought), forms a relative clause modifying on 'koohii '(coffee). The noun phrase, 
"Ken ga katta koohii"(the coffee that Ken bought), can be thought to be formed 
by rasing the noun, 'koohii', rightwards from the sentence, "Ken ga koohii 0 

katta" (Ken bought the coffee). 

(6) a. watashi wa [[Ken ga katta acl koohii NP] 0 nomlmasu 
I Ken [NOM] bought the coffee [ACC] drink 
I drink the coffee that Ken bought. 

The lack of relative pronoun can lead to ambiguities when combined with zero
pronouns. For example, the syntax of the sentence, "Ken ga katta koohii 0 

nomimasu", can be analysed in two ways as shown below. The first analysis 
treats "katta"(bought) as relative clause, assuming its subject (Ken ga) is sup
pressed. The second analysis treats "Ken ga katta" as relative clause, assuming 
the subject of 'nomimasu'(drink), e.g., "watashi wa"(I), is suppressed. Each 
analysis results in different interpretations and translations. 
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(7) a. Ken ga [[(Ken ga) katta Rd koohii NP] 0 nomimasu 
Ken[NoM] (Ken) bought coffee [ACC] drink 
Ken drinks the coffee that he bought. 

b . (watashi wa) [[Ken ga katta Rd koohii NP] 0 nomimasu 
(I) Ken [NOM] bought the coffee [ACC] drink 
I drink the coffee that Ken bought. 

2.2.4 Topic marking 

There is a particular particle, Iwa ', to mark topics. The first sentence in the 
below for instance can be topicalised in terms of Izoo'(elephant) by marking 
the word with twa'. 

(8) a. zoo no hana ga nagai 
elephant (adnominal) nose [NOM] long 
The nose of the elephant is long. 

b. zoo wa hana ga nagai 
elephant [TOPIC] nose [NOM] long 
Speaking of the elephant, its nose is long. 

Multiple topics are possible. In the below, the two noun phrases, Wen' and 
Ihon'(book) can be topicalised as shown in the second sentence. The topical
isation results in an implication such that he may not read other things than 
books, i.e., he may not read newspapers . 

(9) a. Ken ga hon 0 yomimasu 
Ken [NOM] book [ACC] read 
Ken reads books. 

b. Ken wa hon wa yomimasu 
Ken [TOPIC] book [TOPIC] read 
Ken reads books. 

2.2.5 Passives 

There are two kinds of passives, one of which is as known in German or English. 
The other kind of passives is peculiar to Japanese, called suffering passive. In 
this kind of passive, the subject of the sentence suffers because of the action by 
the agent in the event . The following sentence means the first person suffered 
because it rained. 
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(10) a. watashi wa arne ni fur are mashita 
I [TOPIC] rain (particle) fall 
I got wet by rain. 

2.2.6 Conditional clauses 

There are four particles to construct conditional clauses. They are 'ba " 'tara " 
'nara', and 'to " each of which requires a particular care when constructing 
conditionals. The particle, 'ba " marks the condition and cannot be replaced by 
'to '. The particle, 'to " presupposes that the event described in the conditional 
clause is followed by the event in the main clause as a consequence. The particle, 
'tara " requires that the event described in the conditional clause has to be 
finished till the event in the main clause starts. The particle, 'nara " indicates 
that the condition is a presupposition of the event in the main clause. 

(11) a. moshi sore de yokere ba kekkoo desu 
if with it happy [COND 1 fine be 
If you are happy with it, I am fine . 

b. mokuyoobi desu to gogo dake aite imasu 
Thursday be [COND] afternoon only be free 
If it is on Thursday, I am only free in the afternoon. 

c. koch ira ni ki tara yotte kudasai 
here [DIRl come [COND] drop in please 
If you come here, drop in my office, please. 

d. roku ji nara korare masu 
six o'clock [COND] (I) can come 
If it is at six o'clock, I can come. 

2.3 Pragmatic aspects 

2.3.1 Zero pronominals 

The nominative or accusative argument is often suppressed when it can be 
determined in the context. Two examples are presented in the below, one for 
nominative argument dropping and the other for accusative argument dropping, 
respectively. In the examples, (She) indicates the pronoun can be suppressed. 
We will see how zero pronominals can interact with other pragmatic factors in 
§5.1. 
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(12) a. (Hanako possessed too many stuff to keep them all in her tiny room. 
Then,) 

b. Taro ni hon wo age-ta 
[DAT] book [ACC] gave 

(She) gave Taro a book (books). 

(13) a. (There was a book missing in our library. We learnt later that ... ) 

b. Hanako ga Taro ni age-ta 
[NOM] [DAT] gave 

Hanako gave (it) to Taro. 

2.3.2 Honorifics 

There are certain ways to express speaker's respect to persons who stand socially 
in higher position. In the below, the first expression is normal form and does not 
express any special respect to the professor. The second expression in contrast 
contains the verb, 'irasshaimasu', a honorific form of 'kimasu'(come). The sort 
of expression is more appropriate when the speaker stands in lower position 
than the professor, e.g., a student or secretary. The difference is however lost 
when translated into German or English. We will see how honorifics can interact 
with other pragmatic factors in §5.1. 

(14) a. sensei wa ashita daigaku ni kimasu 
The professor [NOM] tomorrow the university [DIR] come 
The professor comes to the university tomorrow. 

b. sensei wa ashita daigaku ni irasshaimasu 
The professor [NOM] tomorrow the university [DIR] come(honorific) 
The professor comes to the university tomorrow. 

2.3.3 Speaker's sex and vocabulary 

Different expressions can be employed depending on the speaker's sex. The 
phenomena can most distinctively be observed in the choice of first person 
pronouns. Male speakers can call themselves as 'boku'. (The use of the pronoun 
is restricted to informal settings.) Sentence final forms can indicate speaker's 
sex, too. For instance, female speakers tend to end the sentence with 'wa', while 
male speakers tend to use 'zo' or 'yo'. The sort of phenomena have however 
been gradually less observable these days. 
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3 Lexical phenomena 

In this section, we study the lexical difference between Japanese and English. 
The difference arises where items of information are encoded lexically in Japanese 
while they are non-existent, grammatically constructed, or pragmatically guessed 
in English. The most visible contrast in lexical can be seen in the varieties of 
counters in Japanese. To some counters there is no counterpart in English. We 
investigate these counters in section 3.1. In the next section 3.2, we consider 
cases of time expressions where a description of time is lexicalised in Japanese 
while it is grammatically constructed in English. Finally in section 3.3, we 
study honorific and formal expressions, where the information is lexicalised in 
Japanese while it can only pragmatically be extracted in English. 

3.1 Counters 

Things are counted in particular ways in languages, e.g., "a pint of beer". There 
are varieties of counters in Japanese, too. Most of them are more or less com
positionally formed, but some expressions undergo morphological changes and 
are better treated as a single word. More importantly, they involve in quan
tifier floating. We thus pay particular attention to counters. The relation to 
quantifier floating will be discussed elsewhere. The examples are taken from 
[Maynard 1990] and [Makino and Tsutsui 1995]. 

3.1.1 Object classifiers 

Numbers are suffixed with particular classifiers, depending on what is counted. 
~~ 'kai' is, for example, used for counting stories of building. There exists how
ever further complication due to different ways of counting stories in Japanese 
and English; In Japanese, flours are counted from the ground flour, that is, -
~~ 'ik-kai' (the first flour) means the ground flour, not the first flour in En
glish sense. Table 1 shows the relation between Japanese and English words for 
counting stories. 

Apart from the difference in counting stories, some numbers undergo phonolog
ical changes. For example, -~~ 'ik-kai' is thought to be composed of two parts, 
the first part - 'ichi' counting the story as '1' and the second Irr 'kai' classi
fying the object as flour. The first part is however turned into 'ik' as the result 
of phonological change. Table 2 shows how numbers are counted in Japanese. 
By referring to the table, one can see that -~~ 'ik-kai " :t\~~ 'rok-kai " and +~~ 
'juk-kai' undergo phonological changes. The changes can also be observed in 
the rest of expressions in the table. The morphological changes also occur at 
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40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90. 

in Kanji III roman in English 
-~ ik-kai the ground flour 

=~~ ni-kai the first flour 
=~~ san-kai the second flour 
11!1~~ yon-kai the third flour 
.li~ go-kai the fourth flour 

I 

:t\~~ rok-kai the fifth flour I 

-t~~ nana-kai the sixth flour I 

I 

}\~~ hachi-kai the seventh flour 
1L~ kyuu-kai the eight flour 
+~~ juk-kai the ninth flour 
+-~~ juu-ik-kai the tenth flour 
+:t\~~ juu-rok-kai the fifteenth flour 

=+~~ ni-juk-kai the nineteenth flour 
=+~~ san-juk-kai the nineteenth flour 
B~~ hyak-kai the ninty-ninth flour 
----------------------- --

Table 1: Counting stories 

Other object classifiers that might be relevant to Verbmobil are as follows: 

• @I 'ko ': to count a broad category of small and compact objects such as 
fruit, balls, and boxes. 

• -flit 'satsu ': to count bound objects such as books. 

• ~ 'bu ': to count bound documents such as leaflets or reports. 

• #l 'dai ': to count vehicles such as cars. Small machines such as television 
sets are also counted using 'dai '. 

• t! 'ki ': to count bigger vehicles or machines such as airplanes . 

• tX 'mai': to count fiat, thin objects such as papers and dishes. 

Table 3 summarises numbers undergoing morphological changes to each classi
fier. 

3.1.2 Frequency classifiers 

Frequency is counted with either 1m 'kai' or Jt 'do' (Table 4). The same mor
phological changes occur to 1m 'kai' as ~~ 'kai' undergoes, but no morphological 
changes occur to JJt 'do '. 
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in Kanji 

in Kanji m roman in arabic 
- ichi 1 
- 2 - m 
- 3 - san -
1!9 yon 4 

1i go 5 
...L roku 6 )\ 

1::; nana 7 
)\ hachi 8 
11 kyuu 9 
+ JUU 10 
+- juu-ichi 11 
+~ juu-roku 16 

=+ . . 
20 m-Juu 

=+ san-juu 30 
B hyaku 100 

Table 2: Counting numbers 

in roman morphological changes 
kai 
ko 
satsu 
bu 
dai 
mai 

ik-kai(l), rok-kai(6), juk-kai( 10), hyak-kai(100) 
ik-ko(l), rok-ko(6), juk-ko(lO), hyak-ko(100) 
is-satsu(1) , has-satsu(8), jus-satsu(10) 
(hereinafter no morphological changes) 

Table 3: Morphological changes to numbers 
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The difference between these two classifiers are rather subtle. The attention 
is paid to each occurence when @] 'kai' is applied while the all occurrences 
are altogether classified by Jt 'do '. The distinction is similar to that between 
'each' and 'every' in a sense. The distinction however seems to be lost when 
translated into English. 

in Kanji III roman in Kanji III roman in English 
-@] ik-kai -Jt ichi-do once 
=@] ni-kai =Jt ni-do twice 
=@] san-kai =J.t san-do three times 
1!9@] yon-kai I!9Jt yon-do, yo-do four times 
li@] go-kai liJt go-do five times 
1\@] rok-kai 1\J.t roku-do six times 
-t;@] nana-kai -t;Jt nana-do seven times 
)\@] hachi-kai J\Jt hachi-do eight times 
:tL@] kyuu-kai :tLJt kyuu-do nine times 
+@] juk-kai +Jl juu-do ten times 
+-@] juu-ik-kai eleven times 
+1\@] juu-rok-kai sixteen times 
=+@] ni-juk-kai twenty times 
=+@] san-juk-kai thirty times 
S@] hyak-kai hundread times 

Table 4: Counting frequency 

3.1.3 Order classifiers 

Orders are counted with either ~ 'too' or 1lf 'ban'. The classifier, ~ 'too', is 
employed if the number specifies an order or class. The other classifier, 1lf 'ban', 
is adopted if the number specifies an order or number itself. 

While no morphological changes occur to 1lf 'ban', the other classifier, ~ 'too', 
undergoes changes at 1 and 10 (Table 5). The classifier, ~ 'too', is also am
biguous in that it can specify either place or class. 

Other order classifiers are as follows: 

• B 'nichi' is applied to dates, e.g., 11 B 'll-nichi' means the 11th date. 
(c.f. §3.2.1) 

• .FJ 'gatsu' is applied to months, e.g., -.FJ 'ichi-gatsu' means 'January'. 
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in Kanji III roman in English 

-~ it-too the first place or class 

=~ ni-too the second place or class 
=~ san-too the third place or class 
I!!I~ yon-too the fourth place or class 
1i~ go-too the fifth place or class 
J\~ roku-too the sixth place or class 
-t;~ nana-too the seventh place or class 
)\~ hachi-too the eigth place or class 
1L~ kyuu-too the ninth place or class 
+~ jut-too the tenth place or class 

Table 5: Counting orders 

• 1:F 'nen' is applied to years, e.g., 19971f. '1997-nen' means the year of 
1997. 

• 1:FJi 'nendo' is applied to fiscal years starting from April and ending in 
next March, e.g., 81:Flt 'hachi-nendo' denotes the eighth year. 

• WI 'ki' classifies terms or phase, e.g., -WI 'ik-ki' means the first phase. 
Be aware of the morphological change. Since the classifier can also be 
used for duration, the prefix, ~ 'dai', is most likely added to indicate it 
as ordinal. 

• *WI 'gakki' is employed for counting semesters, e.g., -*WI 'ichi-gakki' 
means the first semester. Similar to WI 'ki', the classifier can also be used 
for duration and the prefix, ~ 'dai " is therefore likely added to indicate 
it as ordinal. 

• -ry." 'gousha' is used to count the N-th wagon of trains or buses. 

• #tl 'bansen' is used to count the N-th track in stations. 

3.1.4 Duration classifiers 

Duration classifiers specify second, minute, hour, week, month, and year as 
follows: 

• tY 'byoo' classifies seconds, e.g., -l'Y 'ichi-byoo' means one second. 

· * 'hun' classifies minutes, e.g., =* 'ni-hun' means two minutes. Mor
phological changes occur to the classifier at -* 'ip-pun'(l), =* 'san
pun'(3), 4, 6, and 10 minutes. 
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• Billm 'jikan' classifies hours, e.g., -Billm 'ichi-jikan' means one hour. 

• )ID1m 'shuukan' classifies weeks, e.g., =)ID1m 'ni-shuukan' means two weeks. 
Morphological changes occur at -illllm 'is-shuukan '( 1), J\illllm 'has-sh uukan '( 8), 
and +)ID1m ~·us-shuukan'(10). 

• ~ 'tsuki', or 'kagetsu' classifies months. One month is expressed either 
as - ~ 'hito-tsuki' or -7 ~ 'ik-kagetsu '. The latter expression is more 
frequently used these days. Note that -7 ~ 'ik-kagetsu' undergoes a 
morphological change. Changes also occur at 1\ 7 ~ 'rok-kagetsu '(6) and 
+7 ~ 'juk-kagetsu' (10). 

• $Im 'nenkan' classifies years, e.g., 1 $Im 'ichi-nenkan' means one year. 

• M 'ki' can also specify the period of terms or phrase, e.g., -M 'ik-ki' 
means the period during the first phase. Note the morphological changes 
at 6, 10, and 100. 

• ~M 'gakki' can also be used for the period during semesters, e.g., -~M 
'ichi-gakki' means the period during the first semester. 

3.1.5 Counting people 

People are counted using A 'nin' (person). Table 6 shows the way counting 
people from one to ten. Special attention should be paid to the first two entries. 
- A 'hitori' should not read as 'ichi-nin' and =A 'futari' should not read as 
'ni-nin'. Note also that I!BA 'yo-nin' should not read as 'yon-nin '. 

Another classifier, ~ 'mei', is used as well as A 'nin '. No morphological change 
occurs to ~ 'mei '. 

3.1.6 Counting staying nights 

The number of nights to stay at some place other than home is counted using 
is 'haku '. Morphological changes occur at 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 nights, where 
'haku' is turned into 'paku '. Numbers are also changed at 1,6,8, and 10 nights. 

3.1.1 Counting station distance 

To describe how many stations away a particular station is, ~ 'eki' (station) is 
used. One and two station distances are irregular (Table 8). Most frequently 
used expressions are -~ 'hito-eki' and =~ 'futa-eki', and other expressions 
are rare. 
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in Kanji 
-A 
=A 
-=A 
Il9A 
IiA 
t\A 
-t:;A 
)\A 
1LA 
+A 

in roman in Kanji m roman 
hi tori -~ ichi-mei 
futari =~ m-mel 
san-nm -=~ san-mel 
yo-nm lJ.9~ yon-mel 
go-nm Ji~ go-mei 
roku-nin t\~ roku-mei 
nana-nin, shichi-nin -t:;~ nana-mel 
hachi-nin )\~ hachi-mei 
kyuu-nin 1L~ kyuu-mei 
juu-nin +~ juu-'mei 

Table 6: Counting people 

in Kanji m roman in English 
-is ip-paku one night stay 
=is ni-haku two night stay 
-=is san-paku three night stay 
ll9is yon-paku four night stay 
Jiis go-haku five night stay 
t\is rop-paku six night stay 
-t:;~S nana-haku seven night stay 
)\is hap-paku eight night stay 
1Lis kyuu-haku nine night stay 
+is jup-paku ten night stay 

Table 7: Counting staying nights 

in Kanji m roman 
hito-eki 
futa-eki 
san-eki 

in English 
one station away 
two stations stay 
three stations away 

Table 8: Counting station distance 
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in English 
one person 
two persons 
three persons 
four persons 
five persons 
SIX persons 
seven persons 
eight persons 
nme persons 
ten persons 



3.1.8 Classifying subdivisions of a city 

The street system is not adopted in Japan, but a city is divided into districts 
and sub-districts. Although the number is thought to be ordinal, it is dubious if 
the property applies to actual areas because a city is certainly two dimensional, 
not linear. (One can however notice that Paris adopts the same system.) 

• TEl 'choume': the N-th district. Morphological changes occur at -TEl 
'ic-choume'(l), )\ TEl 'hac-choume'(8), and +TEI )uc-choume'(10) . 

• ilHi!! 'ban chi ': the N-th sub-district 

3.2 Time expressions 

Time expressions can be categorised into three classes. The first class is proper
name like expressions such as "Tuesday 10th December, 1996". This class of 
expressions are studied in the first section 3.2.1. The second class is like pro
noun in the sense that the date is dependent on some other date introduced 
previously. These include expressions such as 'the next day'. We study the class 
of expressions in section 3.2.2. Finally, the third class is indexical expressions 
in the sense that the date is determined relative to the situation where the 
sentence is uttered. We study these expressions in section 3.2.3. 

3.2.1 Date expressions 

While dates are expressed as ordinal number such as 'first' or 'second' in En
glish, particular words are employed in Japanese to express a date (Table 9) . 
As observed in the table, it is possible to analyse 8 'ka' as corresponding to 
'date' and its preceding part as indicating the ordinal number, except of the 
case of -8 'tsuitachi' (first). Morphological changes however make it difficult 
to separate them into two parts and treating them as a single lexical item is 
easIer. 

3.2.2 Anaphoric time expressions 

Some anaphoric expressions concerning time, date, week, month, season, and 
year, are lexical in Japanese while they are composite expressions 'in English. 
Table 10 shows a list of indexical expressions, some of which are extracted from 
[Kameyama 1996]. 
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in kanji m roman in English 
-B tsuitachi first 

=B futsuka second 
=B mikka third 
I!!lB yokka fourth 
liB itsuka fifth 
:t\B muika sixth 
-tB nanoka seventh 
)\B youka eighth 
:h.B kokonoka ninth 

+B touka tenth 

=+B hatsuka twentyth 

Table 9: Date expressions 

in Kanji m roman in English 

~~ yokuasa the next morning 
~?7 yokuseki the next afternoon 
~B~ yokuban the next evening 
~~B~ yokuyokuban the evening two days later 
~7Jt yokuya the next night 
~B yokuzitsu the next day 
~~B yokuyokuzitsu two days later 
ii1IB zenjitsu the previous day 

iliiiliiB zenzenjitsu two days before 
1~B gojitsu later (on) 
~~ yokushuu the next week 
~~~ yokuyokushuu two weeks later 
ii1I3m zenshuu the week before 

~YJ yokugetsu the next month 
~~YJ lyokuyokugetsu two months later 
iliiYJ zengetsu the month before 

~* yokushun the next spring 
~fk yokushuu the next autumn 
~~ yokunen, yokutoshi the next year 
ilii~ zennen the previous year 
f~~ kounen later, afterward 

Table 10: Anaphoric time expressions 
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3.2.3 Indexical time expressions 

Some indexical expressions concerning time, date, week, month, season, and 
year, are lexical in Japanese while they are composite expressions in English. 
Table 11 and Table 12 show a list of indexical expressions, some of which are ex
tracted from [Kameyama 1996]. Except of ~ 'ima' (now), ~ B 'kyou' (today), 
BJJB 'ashita' (tomorrow), and RtB 'kinou' (yesterday), the expressions are com
posite in English. As is observed in the table, the expressions concerning week, 
month, and year are compositional to some extent, e.g., ~iID 'konshuu' (this 
week) can be separated into ~ Ikon' (this) and iID 'shuu' (week). But treating 
them as one word makes the translation easier. 

in Kanji III roman in English I 

~ ima now 
~""?~ sakki a little while ago 
~1I!t kongyou early this morning 
~~ kesa, konchou this morning 
~?' konseki, konyuu this afternoon 
~H~ konban this evening 
~1l konya this night 
Ht?' sakuyuu last afternoon 
ata~ sakuban last evening 
BJJ~ myouasa, myouchou tomorrow morning 
BJJB$f! myouban tomorrow evening 
BJJ1l myouya tomorrow night 
~B kyou today 
BJJ8 ashita, asu, myounichi tomorrow 
Bm~B asatte, myougonichi the day after tomorrow 
BJJBm~B shiasatte three days later 
BtB kinou, sakujitsu yesterday 
-HtB ototoi, issakujitsu the day before yesterday 
-Ht8tB sakiototoki three days ago 
Jl!:B kinjitsu sometime soon 
jltB senjitsu the other day 
jltjltB sensenjitsu sometime ago 

Table 11: Indexical time expressions (time and date) 
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in Kanji m roman in English 
4-Jro konshuu this week 

*lm raishl.l.u next week 
lij*iID saraishuu the week after next 
Jlelm senshuu last week 
JleJlelm sensenshuu two weeks before 
4-fJ kongetsu this month 

*fJ hongetsu this month 
~fJ tougetsu this month 

*fJ raigetsu next month 
lij*fJ saraigetsu the month after next 
JlefJ sengetsu last month 
JleJlefJ sensengetsu two months before 

4-* konshun this spring 
4-I konka this summer 
4-fk konshuu this autumn 
4-~ kontou this winter 
aJJ~ myoushun next spring 
Bt~ sakushun last spring 
Btfk sakushuu last autumn 
Bt~ sakutou last winter 
4-~ kotoshi this year 

*~ ramen next year 
aJJ~ myounen next year 
lij*~ sarainen the year after next 
IlJH~~ myougonen the year after next 
~~ kyonen last year 
Bt~ sakunen last year 
-B'F~ ototoshi two years ago 
-BtBt~ sakiototoshi three years ago 

Table 12: Indexical time expressions (week, month, season, and year) 
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3.3 Verbal honorifics 

Honorifics express speaker's respect to the person about whom the sentence 
describes. The respect can sententially be expressed by using particular verbs 
or by adding particular prefixes to nouns. In this section, we study particular 
verbs to express respect. The sources of this section include [Kindaichi 1988: 
pp. 188-192] . 

3.3.1 Respect to agent 

When the agent of a sentence is respected by the speaker, the verb describing 
the action is turned into honorific form . Table 13 shows some examples. Be
sides these lexically encoded honorific forms, there exist other grammatically 
constructed forms such as lJ.Jil'n ~ 'ugok-areru' (the honorific form of 'ugoku ') 
in contrast to the normal form, IJJ < 'ugoku' (move). This sort of construc
tion will be studied elsewhere because we have to go into details of Japanese 
grammar. 

in Japanese 
T~ 

rr< 
*~ 
~~ 
§? 

J!~ 
~~ 

1t"~ 
1J5j!~ 

*c\1')~ 
<n~ 

m roman 
suru 

iku 
kuru 
Iru 
lU 

mlru 
kiru 
taberu 
yobu 
motomeru 
kureru 

in English 
do 

go 
come 
stay 
say 

look 
wear 
eat 
call 
ask 
gIve 

honorific form 
~~~ 
~-t';fT 
~'f:>-?l~~ 
13 ~ '''('t:~ ~ 

13-?l~~ 
~~~~~ 
~~~~~ 
i:)Bl~~~ 

T~~ 

Table 13: Honorific verbs to agent 

3.3.2 Respect to recipient 

in roman 
nasaru 
asobasu 
irassharu 
oideninaru 

ossharu 
oosenmaru 
goraNninaru 
omeshininaru 

kudasaru 

The following expressions (Table 14) are to be employed when the addressee 
is a recipient of the verb and stands in higher position than the speaker. The 
agent of sentences is usually the speaker. 
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in Japanese m roman in English honorific form III roman 
a") lU say $ L-J:Jf~ moushiageru 
J!~ mlru look ffJ!T~ haikensuru 
fiJ< kiku hear 1fiJ-3 ukagau 
~Q yaru give £ L- - &)'f Q sashi-ageru 
tt.>-3 morau let ~ \ t.:.t.!. < itadaku 
J!-tt~ mlseru show ~ EI t;:;lp't Q omenikakeru 

Table 14: Honorific verbs to recipient 

3.3.3 Formal verbs 

In formal setting, some particular expressions are preferred to normal forms. 
We call them formal expressions. Such expressions are, for example, preferred 
in business meetings . Table 15 shows some examples of formal verbs. These 
forms used to be seen as a honorific expression, but recent studies separate 
them from other honorific expressions because the status of agent or recipient 
is irrelevant in choosing the expression. 

in Japanese m roman in English honorific form III roman 
h< iku go ~Q malru 

*~ kuru come 
T~ suru do ftT itasu 
.t>iP~ wakaru understand 71'<~IlT Q shouchisuru 

Table 15: Formal verbs 

In the table, it looks confusing that ~~ 'mairu' corresponds to both n:< 'iku' 
(go) and "* ~ 'kuru' (come). This seems to suggest that the verb does not 
involve the point of view in description unlike its normal forms, n: < 'iku' (go) 
and * ~ 'kuru' (come). The verb, * Q 'kuru', is used to describe the m~)Vement 
towards the speaker and other movements are described using n: < 'iku '. Such 
a distinction appears not to affect the use of ~ Q 'mairu' and can be a source 
of confusion. But problems usually do not arise owing to discourse effects like 
below. 

(15) minasan basu-ga mairimasita. soredewa mairimashou! 
Dear all the bus[NoM] has arrived now let us go 
(Dear all, the bus has arrived. Now let us go! 
".§'~A,., /\7..;li~lJiL-t..:. -ftL"'CIj:, ~lJiL-J:-3.) 
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4 Grammatic phenomena 

In this section, we study the phenomena that are encoded grammatically in 
Japanese but encoded differently in English. The first class includes cases where 
the information is encoded lexically in English, e.g., singular/plural forms. We 
explain the phenomena in section 4.1, whose title reflects the fact that most 
constructions are related to suffixes to noun phrases in Japanese. The second 
class concerns different grammatical constructions to encode information (§4.2). 
These include counting expressions. 

4.1 Suffixes to noun phrases 

The distinction between cardinal and ordinal numbers is expressed in Japanese 
by adding a particular suffix or prefix to noun phrases (§4.1.1) while the dis
tinction is lexicalised in English, e.g., 'one' to 'first'. Plural forms of nouns 
are also constructed with particular suffixes (§4.1.2). Pseudonouns follow noun 
phrases, resulting in some pragmatic effects (§4.1.3). It is however hard to 
translate these pragmatic effects into English and we can only remove them at 
the moment. 

4.1.1 Ordinal numbers 

The distinction between cardinal and ordinal numbers is not so strict in Japanese 
as is the case in English. Confusingly, there are two systems to count things 
in Japanese, one is Chinese origin and the other originates from old Japanese. 
Table 16 shows these two systems in parallel, where group I shows the counting 
system of Chinese origin and group II that from old Japanese. In group II only 
the numbers up to 10 are distinct from those in group I. The numbers above 
10 cannot be counted in group II. 

The systems above can be thought to be of cardinal numbers because a par
ticular prefix or suffix has to be added to turn these numbers into ordinals. A 
prefix, ~ 'dai " has to be added to group I numbers (Table 17) and particular 
suffix, § 'me " has to be added to group II numbers (Table 18). 

The suffix, § 'me " needs to be supplemented with counters to count numbers 
above ninth. For example, to count cars, one has to insert f::!J 'dai' between the 
number and § 'me' as shown in Table 19. Accordingly the counting system 
must be switched to group I because the counter prefers the counting system. 

Despite of these affixes, the distinction is often not explicitly made in practice. 
For days, for example, the distinction is made only to 'one' day and 'first' day, 
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in Kanji in roman (I) in Kanji in roman (II) in arabic 
- ichi -":) hito-tsu 1 
- =":) futa-tsu 2 - m 
- =":) mit-tsu 3 - san -
[!9 yon [!9":) yot-tsu 4 
1i go 1i":) itsu-tsu 5 
...L roku 1\":) mut-tsu 6 /\ 

1:: nana 1:;":) nana-tsu 7 
}\ hachi }\":) yat-tsu 8 
:h. kyuu :h.":) kokono-tsu 9 
+ JUU + too 10 

+- juu-ichi - - 11 

Table 16: Cardinal numbers 

. in Kanji in roman (I) in English 
~- dai-ichi first 

~= dai-ni second 
~= dai-san third 
~~ dai-yon fourth 
~1i dai-go fifth 
1»;1\ dai-roku sixth 
~1:; dai-nana seventh 
~}\ dai-hachi eigth 
~:h. dai-kyuu ninth 

~+ dai-juu tenth 
~+- dai-juu-ichi eleventh 

Table 17: Ordinal numbers for group 1 

in Kanji in roman (II) in English 
-":)§j hito-tsu-me first 
=":)§j futa-tsu-me second 
-=-":)§j mit-tsu-me third 
1!9":)§j yot-tsu-me fourth 
1i":)§j itsu-tsu-me fifth 
1\":)§j mut-tsu-me sixth 
1::":)§j nana-tsu-me seventh 
}\ ":) §j yat-tsu-me eighth 
:h.":)§ kokono- tsu-me ninth 

Table 18: Ordinal numbers for group II 
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in Kanji in roman (I) in English 
-a§ ichi-dai-me first (car) 
=a§ ni-dai-me second 
=a§ san-dai-me third 
~a§ yon-dai-me fourth 
lia§ go-dai-me fifth 
1\a§ roku-dai-me sixth 
{:;a§ nana-dai-me seventh 
}\a§ hachi-dai-me eighth 
:h.a§ kyuu-dai-me ninth 
+~§ juu-dai-me tenth 
+-a§ juu-ichi-dai-me eleventh 

Table 19: Ordinal numbers for cars 

and (twenty ' days and (twentieth' day, as shown in Table 20 [Kindaichi 1988-11: 
pp.79-79].l Since expressions involving days and dates appear frequently in 
Verbmobil domain, we need some disambiguation procedure to deal with the 
phenomena. 

in Kanji cardinal in English ordinal in English 
-8 ichi-nichi one day tsuitachi first day 

=8 fut~uka two days futsuka second day 
=8 mikka three days mikka third day 

=+8 nijuu-nichi twenty days hatsuka twentyth day 

Table 20: The distinction between days and dates 

4.1.2 Plurals 

Plural forms of common nouns are lexicalized in English, e.g., (feet ' to 'foot ' or 
(cars ' to (car '. In Japanese, plural forms are, on the other hand, constructed 
by adding a particular suffix to nouns. There are two suffixes, t.:. 't? (tachi' and 
~ (ra '. While ~ (ra' applies to most nouns, t.:. 't? (tachi' tends to apply only 
to animate objects as seen in Table 21. Thus, '::':ht.:.'t? (kore-tachi' or i1>:ht.:.'t? 
(are-tachi' is ungrammatical. 

1 Kindaichi also points out that the distinction is sometimes sloppy even in English, e.g., 
"Chapter 1" reads usually "chapter one", but should be read "chapter the first ". In Japanese 
first chapter is expressed as M-. 'dai-is-shoo '. 
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in Kanji in roman in English in Kanji m roman in English 
.:rt!t kodomo child .:rt!tt.: -t? kodomo-tachi children 
~ otoko man ~t.:-t? otoko-tachi men 
fJ.. watashi I fJ..t.: -t? watashi-tachi we 
tt kare he ttt.: -t? kare-tachi they 
tt:k kanojo she tt:kt.: -t? kanojo-tachi they 
.:rt!t kodomo child .:rt!tt.> kodomo-ra children 
~ otoko man ~t.> otoko-ra men 
fJ.. watashi I fJ..t.> watashi-ra we 
tt kare he ttt.> kare-ra they 
tt:k kanojo she tt:kt.> kanojo-ra they 
.:tL kore this .:tLt.> kore-ra these 
i>tL are that i>tLt.> are-ra those 

Table 21: Plurals 

The suffix t.> Ira ' is not always applicable. Some plural forms are derived by 
repeating noun stems as below. 

• ww or w~ Iyama-yama' is the plural form of W Iyama ' (mountain). 

• -(iiJ-(iiJ or -(iiJ~ 'nani-nani ' is the plural form of-(iiJ 'nani' (what). 

• ~~ or ~~ 'dare-dare' is the plural form of ~ 'dare' (who). 

This sort of plural form might be better treated as a lexical item because some 
constructions undergo morphological changes, e.g., a plural form of A 'hito ' 
(man) is either AA or A~ 'hito-bito' (people), where the first consonant of 
the repeated part gets voiced. The other reason is that the same construction is 
also applied to construct adverbials such as Jtl~ 'toki-doki' (sometimes). There 
is the other suffix C b 'domo' to pluralise a noun, but it will be studied later 
because of its pragmatic effect (humble). 

Serious problems are caused by different uses of plurals in Japanese and English. 
The distinction between singular and plural forms is quite sloppy in Japanese 
and the hearer is required to infer if the denoted object is a single or multiple 
item. In the following sentence (16a), for example, it is unclear if the speaker 
read only one book or several books. To make it clear that he read several 
books, the books must be counted using the counter, mt Isatsu " as shown in 
(16b) . (Alternatively, they can be quantified .) 
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(16) a. watashi-wa hon-wo yon-da 
I book read 
(I read a book (or books). 
;fJ.tj:* ~ ~A.,t':. ) 

b. watashi-wa hon-wo suu-satu yon-da 
I book several read 
(I read several books. 
fJ.tj:* ~ J&mt~A.,t-=·. ) 

The problem in English is that (bare) plurals can be used either to indicate a 
kind or to refer to individuals. For example, in the sentence (17a), 'hurricanes' 
means hurricanes in general, but not a particular one, while it denotes some 
particular hurricanes in (17b), but not hurricanes in general.2 We call the first 
sort use kind reading and the second instance reading. 

(17) a. Hurricanes are dangerous. 

b . Hurricanes arose in the South Pacific last night . 

When translating singular form nouns from Japanese to English, thus, it must 
be first checked out if the noun denotes a particular object or a kind. If the 
noun is interpreted as indicating a kind in general, the translated noun must be 
plural. If the noun denotes a particular object, one has to check if the denoted 
object is single or multiple item. But the problem is that it is often unclear 
if a singular form noun denotes a single or multiple item. One needs to look 
into broader context, but it may not give a decisive answer. Translating plural 
form nouns in Japanese may, on the other hand, not be so involving; they 
can be translated to plural form nouns because they usually refer to particular 
individuals in Japanese. 

Taking the other way around, when translating plural form nouns from English 
to Japanese, it must be first determined if the noun is of kind reading or instance 
reading. The plurals with kind reading are to be translated into those without 
suffixes in Japanese because the noun does not actually denote multiple entities. 
If the noun denotes a particular multiple object, they can be translated to plural 
form nouns. But the problem is that not all nouns can be pluralised in Japanese. 
If no plural form is available, one is forced to translate it into a singular noun. 
Alternatively, the exact number of items can be counted. Another problem is 
to choose the most appropriate suffix to pluralise a noun , ~ 'ra' or t.:. i? 'tachi '. 

2The examples are taken from [Glasbey 1995]. 
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4.1.3 Pseudonouns 

Pseudonouns are problematic because even its definition is still in the debate 
among researchers. In the literature [Nagara et al. 1989], Pseudonouns are 
defined by syntax and thought to convey some pragmatic information such 
as speaker's intention, but it is yet to be investigated what sort of pragmatic 
information can be conveyed by each pseudonoun. It seems that pseudonouns 
have something to do with focus, that is, a noun phrase is marked as a focus by 
the construction, NP + pseudonoun. If it is the case, the same information may 
be encoded prosodic ally in English, but we will leave the question out because 
we do not know how to deal with such pragmatic information yet . 

The pseudonouns considered here are, ~t.:.1J 'atan', <. ~~, 'gurai', 'fip IJ 
'bakari " 'J:' c: 'nado', and t ip (toka '. A number of pseudonouns appear in 
conversation, but we limit our study to most frequent ones in Verbmobil do
main . The examples given below are extracted from Verbmobil corpus unless 
stated otherwise. Sources in this section include [Nagara et al. 1989]. 

~t;:.1J atari The pseudonoun, ~t.:.1J 'atan' denotes vaguely a time, location, 
person, or event. In example (18a), the pseudonoun follows the noun phrase, ~ 
IIIl B Lp lltr41 'kiNyoubi gozeNchuu' (Friday morning), and is thought to denote a 
time span. The part involving the example is given below. The pseudonoun can 
be removed without changing the meaning, that is, the propositional content of 
the sentence (18b) is exactly the same as (18a) because the noun phrase itself 
introduces a time reference, thus the pseudonoun is redundunt. 

The subtle difference between (18a) and (18b) is that (18b) sounds more straight
forward in proposing a time abruptly. The sentence (18a) may, on the other 
hand, sound more polite because the speaker leaves some room for considerta
tion or gives a pause to the hearer. 

(18) a. kiNyoubi gozeNchuu atari ga arigatai N desu ga 
Friday morning is appreciated 
(Friday morning is good to me. 
~IIIlB Lplltr4l~t.:.1J iJl~ IJ iJ<;t.:. ~ 'Iv -C·TiJ~) 

b. kiNyoubi gozeNchuu ga arigatai N desu ga 
Friday morning is appreciated 
(Friday morning is good to me. 
~ IIfl B Lp lltr 41 iJ\ ~ IJ iJl t.:. ~ 'Iv 't'T 7;\) 

[034] ACC08: mooshiwake nai N desu (ga) watakushi - ni juu roku 
nichi wa ichi nichi juu kaigi de tsumat te ori mashi te _ 0 dekire ba 
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• ni juu nana nichi • mokuyoobi • no gogo ka • ni juu hachi nichi 
no • kiNyoubi gozeNchuu atari ga arigatai N desu ga • seNsee go 
tsugoo ikaga desu ka . 0 

ACC08: If! l~~ \. \~.;'C·T ( 1J~) bt.: < l • = +:f\ B Ij:- B r:p~~-r. 
m i "') "( j:) IJ i l"(. -r. ~ ntf • = +-t B • *Bfl B • O)lp~i1J) • = 
+)\ B 0) • ~Bfl B -9=- frjr:p ~t.: IJ 1J{~ IJ 1J~t.: \. \A:'C·T1J~ • 7t~":.~*\' \ 
1J)1J~-r·T1J) • 

I am sorry. For the 26th my schedule has already been filled up 
all the day with meetings . It would be most convenient to me if it 
will be scheduled in the afternoon on Thursday the 27th or in the 
morning on Friday the 28th . How convenient is it to you? 

The pseudonoun can also follow locations. In example (19),3 the pseudonoun 
follows fIIl83 'kanda " a place in Tokyo well-known for accommodating many 
secondhand bookshops who are specialised in selling and buying rare books, and 
denote vaguely the area. The meaning of the sentence is however not changed 
even if the pseudonoun is removed because the propername, fIIlEE 'kanda " can 
introduce a location reference by itself. 

(19) zeppan ni natta hon-wo sagasu N dattara 
to look for books out of print 

Kanda-atari no furuhoNya-e ittemitara doudesu-ka 
in Kanda secondhand bookshops you may want to visit 

(To look for books out of print, you may want to visit secondhand bookshops in K 
~It&t;:~"') t.:* ~ ~T /vt!."') t.: t:>, fill 83 ~t.: IJ 0)"2i*~"-~"')"( l-J-t.: t:> c· J -r·T1J). ) 

<: t:> ~ '\ gurai The pseudonoun, < .. ~ \. \ 'gurai', denotes vaguely a time point, 
following a time expression, while ~t.: IJ 'atan' denotes a time span. In exam
ple (20), the speaker proposes to see the hearer after three o'clock. The time 
expression, -9=-~i -= Ifi!t 'gogo saN ji' (three o'clock in the afternoon), is followed by 
the pseudonoun, < .. ~ \. \ 'gurai '. Althouth adding the pseudonoun to the noun 
phrase has an effect similar to 'about' in English, i.e ., "about three o'clock", 
or 'at latest', i.e., "three o'clock at latest", removing the pusedonoun does not 
change the meaning. 

3The example is taken from [Nagara et al . 1989]. 
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(20) muika deshi tara gogo saN ji gurai 
the 6th as for afternoon three o'clock 
kara nara ai te ori masu keredomo 
after provided I am free 

(As for the 6th, I am free after three o'clock in the afternoon. 
1\81:: lJ.: ~, lf1~'='IJi'f<· ~ ~\jp~~ ~~~\-r Jj IJ i T~th.~&. 

[040] NAW10: hai. 0 (ee) nanoka wa • chotto ichi nichi juu muri 
na N desu keredomo o. muika deshi tara. gogo saN ji gurai kara 
nara • ai te ori masu keredomo . 0 go tsugoo yoroshii deshoo ka . 
o 

NAW10: Ij:~\. (:<. -) -t81j: • i? J:.., C -8q:.~J!~A;,(·T~th.~ 
&. 1\8-r·L-t.:~. lf1.=IJi'f<·~~\tp~~~. ~~\-rJjlJiT~th. 

~ & • .:'ft* J: -? L- ~ \ "C l J: ? jP. 

O.K. I cannot find a time for the seventh, but can see you after 
three o'clock on the sixth. Is it convenient to you? 

,! jp IJ bakari The pseudonoun, ,;1:' jp IJ 'bakaN " follows a time period expres
sion among many usages. The meaning of the pseudonoun looks similar to 
'about' and the use of the pseudonoun indicates that the period is not so long, 
But the use of triP IJ 'bakaN' does not affect the propositional content. In 
example (21) the speaker indicates that the time period for the meeting is not 
longer than two hours by saying =1Ji'fm'U;1:'ip IJ 'nijikan bakaN' (for two hours). 

(21) nijikaN bakari oai shitai 
two hours see want to 
(I want to see you for two hours. 
=lJi'fmHtjpIJJj~~\lt.:~\. ) 

[087] AAW04: hai. (e) naiyoowa tokuni kuwashiku kiiteinaiN-desu
keredomo • oota seNsee-to. 0 (e) sukoshi nijikaN-bakari oai shit ai
to. (ee) itteru-N-desuga . 0 

AAW04: 'j:~\. (:<.-) 1*J~'j:~t;:~-'fl<rm~\-r~\~~\,{,-r·T~th.~& 
• *E8;t;~C .0 (:<.-) j,'l=lJi'fmHtjpIJJj~~\lt.:~\c • (:<':<') 
§ .., -r Q,(, "CT1J) • 0 

Yes, I haven't heard the detail particularly, but he tells me that he 
would like to see you, Oota-sensei, for two hours. 

~ ~ nado The pseudonoun, ~ ~ 'nado " emphasises the noun phrase. In 
example (22) the date is emphasised by being added the pseudonoun. The 
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pseudonoun does however not contribute to its propositional content and can 
be eliminated without changing the meaning, 

(22) raishuu no ni juu roku nichi kiNyoobi no 
next week the 26th Friday 

gozeNchuu nado ikaga deshoo ka 
in the morning how about 

(How about scheduling it in the morning on Friday the 26th next week? 
*~0=+~B*~B0¥fi~~~~W~Ll'3b.) 

[159] ABY05: soo desu ne. (ee) deki mashi tara. (ee) raishuu 
no. (ee) ni juu roku nichi kiNyoobi no • gozeNchuu nado ikaga 
deshoo ka , 0 

ABY05: .f'3-C'TP.. (x.-) -c'~i lJ~~. (x.-) *~0. (x.-) 
=+~B*BtlB0. ¥Wi~~c'tlDW-C'L l '3 h~. 
Allright, I would be quite happy if we can schedule it in the morning 
on Friday the 26th next week. 

C Ip taka The pseudonoun, C hl 'toka', functions similar to ~ ~ 'nado', and 
emphasises the noun phrase it follows, 

(23) sochira no tsugoo no ii hi taka wa nai deshoo ka 
to you convenient day TOPIC isn't there any 
(Isn't there any day convenient to you? 
.f 't;> ~ 0t1h~'0 ~ ,~ 'B t hlti, ~ ~ '-c' L l '3 1J» 

[016] NAC04: (anoo) kyoo deNwa. sashi te itadai ta keN na N desu 
keredomo.o (anoo) • ree no keNkyuukai no. teema no uchiawase 
o • shi tai N desu keredomo , 0 (ano) • sochira no. tsugoo no ii hi 
toka • wa • nai deshoo ka , 0 

NAC04: (1)0-) ~B1i:~ • ~ L"C~'t~t-='~'t~f4~~-Z:'TtttLC'b 
• (1)0-) • (1lJ0liJf~~0 • -r-'70n.g.1tz.. Lt~~'~ -Z:'Ttth~ 
b. (1) 0) • .f 't;> ~ 0 • fi.g.0 ~ ,~ 'B t 1Jl • ti • ~ ~ '''C' L l '3 h>. 

The reason why I am calling you today is that I would like to discuss 
the theme for the workshop, Isn't there any day convenient to you? 

4.2 Sentence constructions 

We study in this section how differently the same information is encoded gra
matically in Japanese and English, The section is therefore organised reflecting 
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semantic units. In listing up semantic units, we adopt ideas from generalised 
quantifier theory [Barwise and Cooper 1981] and regard a basic proposition as 
consisting of a relation and some objects standing in the relation, where the ob
jects may be quantified over . A sentence, "every woman works", is for example 
analysed as (every, x, woman(x))[work(x)], where x is a reference to the person 
introduced by the utterance, who is woman in its property and is working in 
its relation. 

We start by looking at how the quantifier is expressed sententially, then proceed 
to the investigation into the relation. That is, we first look at the part of 
grammar concerning '(every, x, woman(x), (§4.2.1), then the part concerning 
'work(x)' (§4.2.2, §4.2.3). 

4.2.1 Quantifiers 

A determiner followed by a noun is regarded as a quantifier in generalised 
quantifier theory. A phrase, 'every woman', is for example a quantifier such 
that 'every' is determiner and 'woman' noun. Such construction is not possible 
in Japanese because there is no determiner. To form a generalised quantifier an 
adnominal particle, (J) 'no', is employed to glue a measure adverb and a noun 
together. The quantifier corresponding to 'every woman' is, for example, -ti'(,,( 
(J)~tt 'subete no josei', where -ti'( "( 'subete' is a measure adverb corresponding 
to 'every' and ~tt 'josei' a noun corresponding to 'woman'. Table 22 lists up 
measure adverbs with corresponding determiners in English. (All the measure 
adverbs are observed in Verbmobil corpus.) 

An important difference with English is that no monotone decreasing quantifiers 
exist such as 'no woman' or 'few women'. To express the sort of negative infor
mation, the proposition must be negated at the predicate. To express the same 
information encoded using 'few', for example, the construction, at,{" c ... ;>j:
~) 'hotoNdo' .. . (neg), is adopted, which roughly corresponds to "Most" .. . (neg). 

A more interesting and important difference is in the frequent appearance of 
quantifier fioating. 4 Of 600 conversations recorded in Verbmobil corpus, only 
a few constructions with the adnominal particle, (J) 'no " are observed. We 
present some examples in the following, all of which are taken from Verbmobil 
corpus. 

Given these two distinctive differences between Japanese and English, two sorts 
of problems arise in translation. The lack of monotone decreasing quantifiers 
leads to a complex operation to remove negation from the verb phrase and select 

4We do not explain about quantifier floating in Japanese. The reader is referred to 
[Fukushima 1991] for linguistic data and observation. 
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in Kanji III roman determiner 
-tl'(,,( subete every 
1: :h.-f':h. sorezore each 
~'f:h ... b lzure ... mo all 
~ 'f:h. ... 1;) izure ... ka either 
f~ ''lJ'' zuibuN many 
1;)'1£ VJ kanari many 
tRw (t.:< ~Iv) takusaN many 
~< ooku many 
Ilclvc" hotoNdo most 
~ ,< """)1;) ikutsuka some 
J'l sukoshi a few 
filij1J ryoohoo both 
c·t:> t:, ... b dochira ... mo both 
1>iVJ ... ;>j:~, amari ... (neg) not so many 
11 C Iv c' ... ;>j: ~ , hotoNdo ... (neg) few 
~M ... i£~' zeNzeN ... (neg) no 
~< (i ->f.: <) ... ;>j:~, mattaku ... (neg) no 

Table 22: Measure adverbs 

a proper determiner, e.g., 'no' or 'few', to nouns when translating sentences 
from Japanese to English. In opposite direction, the verb phrase has to be 
negated and a proper measure adverb has to be chosen. The frequent use of 
floating quantifiers causes ambiguities such that it is uncertain if an adverb 
operates on a verb phrase or an adjective. 

In the following, we first look at examples involving measure adverbs, -tl'( "( 
'subete', ~,< """)1;) 'ikutsuka', 1::h. -f':h 'zorezore', and ~'f:h. ... b 'izure .. . rno' 
to see how generalised quantifiers are constructed with measure adverbs. We 
then look at a sentence with ~M ... i£~' 'zeNzeN' .. . (neg), the sentence that 
should be expressed with monotone decreasing quantifiers in English. Finally, 
we examine a sentence with f~ '7t 'zuibuN', whose meaning is ambiguous be
tween verb phrase and adjective operators. 

TI'("'( subete The measure adverb, -tl'(,,( 'subete', corresponds to 'every'. 
In example (24a) the adverb adds the measure information to the verb ~ ~ \ 'ai' 
(free) . The sentence is thought to be a short form of (24b) or (24c) . The former 
is more likely to be the original sentence because the object quantified over is 
the days from Monday to Friday introduced by the word A,-~ 'konshuu' (this 
week). We think therefore the quantifier is floating. 
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(24) a. koNshuu wa subete ai te ori masu 
this week TOPIC every is free 
(Every day is free this week. 
4-mH~L Tx:r ~~ \""(" B IJ iT. ) 

b. koNshuu wa getsuyoo kara kiNyoo made subete ai te ori masu 
this week TOPIC from Monday to Friday every is free 
(Every day is free from Monday to Friday this week. 
4-illH:i, fJlIMipf:>~lIIi""("" T"'""("~~\""("BlJiT. ) 

c. koNshuu wa subete no hi ga ai te ori masu 
this week TOPIC every daY[NoM] is free 
(Every day is free this week. 
4-mH:i, T"'""(" 0) B 1J{~~ \""(" B IJ iT. ) 

[027] AAA07: (e) koNshuu wa. (ee) subete ai te ori masu ga . 0 

AAA07: (i) 4-illH:i • (i -) T"'""(" ~~ \""(" B IJ i -t1J". 

~ \ < "')"/p ikutsuka The measure adverb, ~ \ < "')1J~ 'ikutsuka " corresponds to 
'some '. Example (25a) is completed with ~~ 'kaigi' (meeting), which is miss
ing in the original sentence. In the sentence, the measure adverb occupies the 
first position. The adverb can be also placed just after the subject, ~~ 'kaigi' 
(meeting) as shown in example (25b). The quantifier can be expressed with 
the adnominal particle, 0) 'no', as shown in example (25c), but such a sentence 
does not appear in the corpus. 

(25) a. ikutsuka kaigi ga haittemasu 
some meeting[NoM] are scheduled 
(some meetings are scheduled. 
~ \ < "')1J~~~1J{ A"?""(" i -t . 

b. kaigi ga ikutsuka haittemasu 
meeting[NoM] some are scheduled 
(some meetings are scheduled. 
~~1J)~ \ < "')1J~ A"?""(" i -t . 

c. ikutsuka no kaigi ga haittemasu 
some meeting[NoM] are scheduled 
(some meetings are scheduled. 
~ \ < "')1J~0)~~1J" A"?""(" iT. 

[B-312] ACU07: hai o. soodesunee o. raishuuno getsuyoobi 
juuhachinichidattara • watashi ichinichi aiteruNdesuga o. sore 
igaiwa • ikutsuka • sukoshizutsu haittemasu . 0 seNsee. gotsug
oowa • ikagadesuka . 0 
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ACU07: 'i\-\ o • .:e-5-c--t"bi.. o. *iill(7)JJIIIlB 17 Bt~··-:d.:~ • 
fl-, - B tf> \- \ "( ~,{.. 'Z·-t"ti o. .:e hJ,j~Hi • \- \ < "?IP • l' l-f"? }.. "? 

"( i -t" 0 0 1c1:. • .:·tR,*'i • \- \IP'fJ>;"(' l J: -5 'fJ' 0 0 

Yes, well, on Monday the 17th next week I am free all the day, but 
in the rest of the week some (meetings) are scheduled from time to 
time. How is your schedule? 

-ftt-ftt sorezore The measure adverb, .:ett-fh 'sorezore', corresponds to 
'each'. In example (26a) the adverb operates on 7Jl.,ff 'buNya' (subject). The 
noun is at the same time added a prefix, :& 'kaku', which also means 'each '. 
The prefix behaves more like determiner in English and can form a quantifier 
by itself as seen in (26b) when the noun is followed by a postpositional, ~;:"?\-\ 
"( 'n itsuite' (for). 

The phrase, ~7Jl.,ff.:eh-fh 'kaku-buNya sorezore', is a floating quantifier be
cause it can be placed at the first position as seen in example (26c). The 
construction with (7) 'no' is possible, too, as seen in (26d) provided that the 
noun, 7Jl.,ff 'buNya' (subject), is followed by a suffix, :::. c 'goto', which also 
means 'each '. In example (26d) .fh-fh(7) 'sorezore no' can be removed, but 
sounds slightly odd. 

(26) a. keNkyuu naiyoo wa kaku-buNya sorezore yooi sareru 
research topic TOPIC each-subject each be prepared 
(A research topic will be presented for each subject. 
liJf~I*J~'i:&7fff.:ehf·hJ!tt:~h~ 0 ) 

b. keNkyuu naiyoo wa kaku-buNya nitsuite yooi sareru 
research topic TOPIC each-subject for be prepared 
(A research topic will be presented for each subject. 
liJf~I*J~'i~7Jl.,fft;:"? \- \ "( .1ft'@': ~ h~. ) 

c. kaku-buNya sorezore keNkyuu naiyoo wa yooi sareru 
each-subject each research topic TOPIC be prepared 
(~7Jl.,ff-fh-fhliJf~I*J~'iffl;f:~ h~) 

d. keNkyuu naiyoo wa sorezore no buNya-goto ni yooi sareru 
research topic TOPIC each subject-each for be prepared 
(liJf~I*J~Ij:-fh-fhc7)7fff':'c t;:ffl;f:~h.~. ) 

[104] ABB14: soo desu nee. (rna) • sono keNkyuu naiyoo nitsuite 
wa • kaku buNya sorezore yooi sareru ka to omoi masu node. 0 

shootai suru seNseegata no • sukejuuru • moshi ari mashi tara one
gai shi tai N desu ga . 0 
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ABB14: t -) "'(-Tb.z • (~) • to) ?iJf~I*J~t:"')~'"'('j:. ~7Hffth 
-fhffl:'f.~h~i.pc/~,~'~TO)"C·. ftH~T~7't!t)fO). A7Y.:z.-Iv 
• b l ~ IJ ~ It.: t:, HBJi~' l t.: ~ ,,z. "'('Tj;{. 

Well, as for research topics, I believe that for each subject a topic 
will be presented. Could I ask you about the schedules of invited 
lectures, if any? 

~)-rtt . .. t izure ... rno The adverb corresponds to 'all'. In example (27a) 
the adverb operates on the dates. The adverb must be followed by a particle , 
b'mo'. 

(27) a. watakushi no hoo wa nanoka juu saN juu yoN izure mo ai te ori masu 
For me the 7th, 13th, 14th all are free 
(As far as I am concerned, the 7th, 13th, and 14th are all free . 
bt.:< lO))f,j:{:;B+=+Q!L ~'-rhb~~'"tHIJ~T. ) 

[096]: ABA08: soo desu ka. 0 (e) watakushi no hoo wa nanokajuu 
saN juu yoN. (ee) izure mo ai te ori masu node 0 maa dekire ba 
hayai hoo ga yoi to omoi masu node. 0 soredewa nanoka wa ikaga 
deshoo ka . 0 

ABA08: t -) "C·Tj;~. (i..) bt.: < lO))f,j:{:; B+ = +I!!l • (.z -) ~, 
-rh b ~ ~ ,"t H IJ ~ TO)"t'~ ~"'('~ htf!f!~ ')fli J: ~'c I~'~'~ TO)"t- • 
th "'("j:{:;B'j:~'j;~1;{"'('l J.: 3 j;~. 

I see. As for the 7th, 13th, and 14th, I am free all the days. I 
believe, the earlier, the better. So how about the 7th? 

The construction with the adnominal particle, 0) 'no', is possible. As is ob
served in example (28a) ~'-rh 'izure' (all) and B 'hi' (day) are combined by 
the particle. In this case, the particle, b 'mo', follows the noun. 

(28) a. izure-no hi-mo kochirano hoomo yoteega gozaimasu 
all day for us too something is planned. 
( all the days we are engaged, too. 
~'-rhO)Bb, ;::t:,t:,O))fb, -=fJEj;<;.:::'~··~'~T. ) 

[B-390]: ACNl1: mooshiwake arimaseN 0 • (ee) izureno himo • 
kochirano hoomo • yoteega gozaimasu. 0 koNkaiwa. goeNryo 
sasete itadakutoyuu kotode • yoroshiideshooka . 0 

ACNl1 : $l[R~ IJ ~ 1t,z. 0 • (.z.z) ~ ,-rhO) B b • ;:: t:, t:,O))fb • 
-=fJE1;<; .:::'~.~, ~ T. 0 A,-@Hj:. ,::'1Ilt ~ 1t"t ~ ,t.:t~· < c ~'-) ;:: c "C' • 
J: ~ l ~ '"'('l J: 3 j;~ • 0 
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I'm sorry that I have engagements all the days. Could you forgive 
me to turn down your invitation this time? 

~~ ... ij:-\.' zeN zeN ... (neg) There is no monotone decreasing quantifier 
in Japanese and quantification expressions such as 'no one' or 'nothing' can 
only be constructed by negating the relation. In example (29) the verb, tj:~'-? 
"( i it 'haitte mase' (is scheduled), is negated by /v 'N', where -gft& 'zeNzeN' 
emphasises the negation, producing the similar effect to 'nothing'. 

(29) juuichinichi wa kochira wa zeN zeN yotee ga haitte mase N 
11th[TOPIC] I[TOPIC] entirely appointment[NoM] is scheduled (neg) 
(On the 11th I have nothing scheduled. 
11 Btj:, .:-tt:>t;L -gft&, -t-~b"tj:~'-?,,(iitlv. ) 

[B-543]: NDU06: soodesu . 0 juuichinichiwa • (e) kochira wa zeN
zeN. yoteega haittemaseNnode 0 • sochirano yoteewa doodeshooka 
.0 

NDU06: -t-3"Ci"". 0 11 Btj:. (.z) .:-tt:> Ij: -gft&. =fYEh"t;j:~)-?"( 
i it /v0)"(- 0 • -f i? t:> O)=fYEtj: c· -3 -C·l J: -3 b~. 0 

Yes. On the 11th I have nothing scheduled. How is your schedule? 

"9'\.'?}- zuibuN The adverb corresponds to 'lot' or 'many'. In example (30a) 
-(~ '?f 'zuibuN' operates on !3 HPJ: B 'jiyuuna hi' (free days) and the sentence 
means that the speaker has many days free . Although the noun, B (day), itself 
is ambiguous between singular and plural forms, only the reading as plural is 
possible in the context. 

The same meaning can also be expressed with the sentence (30b), where the 
adverb is placed at the first position. The sentence is however ambiguous in 
that another reading is possible such that the speaker has a day when he is 
considerably free. In this reading, the adverb, -(\ '?f 'zuibun', operates on the 
adjective, !3B:l'J: 'jiyuuna' (free), and expresses the degree of his freeness. De
spite of this ambiguity, the sentence (30b) is actually uttered . But the context 
eliminates the wrong reading, the context where they talk about free days in 
May. 

The sort of ambiguity is due to the fact in Japanese that quantification is 
achieved with adverbs. In fact, the measure adverbs are more often observed to 
appear as a normal adverb. It would be therefore more appropriate to regard 
quantification as a particular use of adverbs. The feature is more important to 
study because the sort of ambiguity is more frequent than the ambiguities due 
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to quantifier scoping. In Verbmobil corpus very few sentences are constructed 
with more than one quantifiers. 

(30) a. jiyuuna hi ga zuibuN aruNdesu 
free daY[NoM] lot there is(are) 
(I have lots of days free. 
I~Jlipj: B iJ{ i" ~ '7J'-1> Q ,.(, "C'-t. ) 

b. zuibuN jiyuuna hi ga aruNdesu 
lot free daY[NoM] there is(are) 
(I have lots of days free. 
I have a day when I am considerably free. 
i"~ '* EI EI3~ B iJ{1> Q,.{, "(--t. ) 

[B-305]: ACT05: soodesunee 0 • kyoowa juugonichidesukara 0 • 

(eeto) gogatsuwa. koohaN • zuibuN jiyuuna higa aruNdesuyo . 0 

doozo osshattekudasai . 0 

ACT05: -f '3 "('Ttl;t. 0 • 4- B I:i 15 B "('-tiJ~ t? o. (;t.;t. c) liYHi 
• ~~* • i"~ '* EI EI3~ B iJ)1> Q,.(, "C.-t J:. 0 c'3 7C, j::) ""? l ~ ".:)'( < 
t..:·~ ~ '. 0 

Well, today is the 15th. As for the second half of May, I have lots 
of dates free. Please give me any day convenient to you. 

4.2.2 Voices 

Voice expresses the relationship between, on the one hand, the participant roles 
of the NP arguments of a verb and, on the other hand, the grammatical relations 
attributed to those same NPS.5 Teramura proposes in [Teramura 91: vol. ]1 
to admit the following five voices: ~Ib (active), )tlb (passive), 1iT~ (able), EI 
~ (spontaneous or middle), and ~1~ (causative). Of these, active and passive 
voices are observed in English, too. The third voice, able, is coded with modals 
such as 'can' in English. As for the fourth voice, spontaneous, there is no way 
to encode the information gramatically in English and it depends on the verb 
and its argument whether such a usage is possible, e.g., "Ice cream sells quickly 
in the summer. II [Teramura 91: vol. 1, pp. 282]. The last voice, causative, is 
encoded in English using various verbs such as 'force' or 'let '. 

Although the spontaneous form is one of the characteristic features in Japanese, 
no use is observed in Verbmobil corpus. The reason is probably that the con
versations concern only scheduling and there is no need of describing an event, 
where spontaneous forms are most prevalent such as 1h"I":;t. Q 'kikokeru' (to 

5The definition is cited from [Trask 1993]. 
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be heard) or JLt ~ 'miero' (to be seen). In the following, therefore, we only 
examine examples of the able and causative forms. 

The problems arise when the correspondance between the participant and the
matic roles of NPS changes depending on voices . Choice of particles in Japanese 
is also complicated due to the interaction between verbs and NPs. In what fol
lows, we examine the usage of the able and causative forms, each related to the 
former and the latter points, respectively. 

Able form The able form expresses that an action or operation described 
by the verb is executable. The verb, n~ 'toro', is for example inflected as 
shown in Table 23 for active, passive, and able voices, respectively. Example 
(31) shows a use of able voice. 

vOice in Kanji III roman in English 
active n~ tor-u take 
pasSIVe nt?h~ tor-areru is taken 
able nh~ tor-eru can be taken 

Table 23: Voices of n~ toru 

(31) yotei ga toreru 
a time[NoM] can be taken 
(I can find a time. TJEiJ'nh~ 0 ) 

[TBc] ichi ji sugi kara deshi tara nantoka yotei ga toreru N desu gao 

-~~ ~ .. iJ~ t? -C·l t.:. t? [PI t iJ~T;:EiJ'nh ~ Iv -C·i"iJ' 0 

If the meeting is held after one o'clock, I manage to find a time. 

The crucial point is that the target of the verb, n~ 'toru' (take), is expressed 
as nominative with the particle, iJ' 'ga '. To keep the NP, TJE 'yotei " at the 
subject position, the voice has to be made passive in English, e.g., "A time 
can be taken. u, but such an expression sounds odd and sentences such that the 
target is accusative are preferred, e.g., "I can find a time. U 

In translation, therefore, one has to convert an able form verb into an appro
priate active form verb such that the target is naturally fit in as object and to 
fill in the subject with an agent, which is often suppressed and thus must be 
inferred. 
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A note on the term, able. The voice form does not imply possibility while 
English 'can' does imply it . The sentence (31), therefore, does not mean that it 
is possible to find a time, but that the speaker has the ability. Thus, we choose 
the term, able. 

Causative form The causative form expresses that an action or operation 
described by the verb is forced or allowed to do. Taking an example, the verb, 
~~-t Q 'deNwa-suru' (call up), is inflected for active, passive, and causative 
forms as shown in Table 24 and sentence (32) means that the speaker is allowed 
to call up the addressee by his kind permission. 

VOIce 

active 
passIve 
causative 

in Kanji 
1I;~-tQ 
1;;~~h.Q 

.ffi~1tQ 

in roman 
deNwa-suru 
deNwa-sareru 
deNwa-saseru 

in English 
call up 
is called up 
force someone to call up 
allow someone to call up 

Table 24: Voices of 1I:ffi-t Q deNwa-suru 

(32) 0 deNwa sase te itadai ta 
HONOUR phone[CAUSATIVE] (state) HONOUR (mood) 
(I am allowed to call you up, Sir. 
i3~ffi ~ 1t"( ~ ,t.:t-:·~ ,t.: 0 ) 

[033]:ACB04: enomoto seNsee6 - (ano) kyoo wa kooeNkai no uchi
awase nitsuite 0 deNwa sase te itadai ta N desu keredomo . 0 

ACB04: fj:2js;jI[;!t - (~O)) 1}Btj:~MiliH~O)n.g.1tt;:·":n'"(i31f£ffi~ 
-\t"( ~ ,t.:t!.~ ,t.: Iv "('-t,th. ~ i> 0 

Enomoto sensee, I call you up today concerning a meeting for the 
lecture. 

Althouth the meaning of lttffi ~ 1t Q 'deNwa-saseru' can be ambiguous between 
the forcible and permissive readings, the preference to the latter is obvious ow
ing to the fact that the verb is followed by ~ ,t.:t-:" < 'itadaku', which expresses 
the speaker's respect to the receipient . (We disregard factors involved in the 
honorifics, state, and mood as they are not of our interest in this section.) In 

6The word, 'seNsee', is usually transcribed as 'sensei I, but we write it as 'seNsee' as ap
pearing in Verbmobil corpus. The transcription, 'seNsee', reflects the way the speaker utters 
the word more precisely. 
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fact, no usage of forcible causative is found in Verbmobil corpus. We there
fore conclude that the causative form may not be problematic, but need to 
investigate if the usage is restricted in new domains, too. 

An explanation of the usage of causative form can be found in [Maynard 1990: 
pp. 372-376]. In short, the problem is concerned with the choice of particles to 
NPS, ~ 'wo' (accusative) or t:: 'ni' (dative). The rules presented there refer to 
types of verbs and direct objects among other things. 

4.2.3 Verb constructions 

Verbs can be constructed by two means. One way is to employ a light verb, 
t" Q 'suru', which roughly corresponds to 'make' in English. The other way 
is to combine two verbs to from a compound verb. We examine these two 
constructions in order. 

-t ¢ suru The light verb, t" Q 'suru', follows a NP to form a verb. For 
example, teJ\OC 'shuppan' (publication) is turned into a verb, teJ\OCt" Q 'shuppan 
suru' (to publish), when followed by the light verb. 

(33) hoN wo shuppaN suru 
book[Acc] publication light verb 
(to publish a book *~ teJ\OCt" Q) 

[003]:NAZ02: kita ni desu kedomo . 0 (anoo). ree no hoN 0 shup
paN suru tame ni (ano) • seesakuchuu no (ano) geNkoo 0 mochiyot 
te keNtoo shi tai N desu kedomo . 0 

NAZ02: *~"('t"~tC·bo (if>0)-). {§ljO)*~teJ\OCTQt..:~~:: (if> 
0)) • fF~$O) (;9)0)) mtm~~"G~""? "(~N L-t..:\.),z, "(,t"~t c· b 

I am Kitani. To publish the book, I wounder if we can hold a 
meeting, each of us bringing a manuscript. 

Table 25 shows some examples of verb constructions with t" Q 'suru '. To each 
verb, an English translation is given in the third column and the translation 
of NP part in the fourth. Translations are mostly unproblematic; Constructed 
verbs are treated as a single verb. However, some choices must sometimes 
be made when a translation with a light verb is also possible in English. For 
example, mlltt" Q 'keesai suru' can be translated to 'make a contribution', 'lit~ 
t" Q 'deNwa suru' to 'make a telephone call " and te~t" Q 'shusseki' to 'make 
one's appeamnce (at) '. 
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in Kanji in roman in English NP m corpus 
~~-tQ keesai suru to publish pu blication [046]:AAC02 
f.~m-t Q tookoo suru to contribute contribution [049] :AAC02 
IDQ~-tQ choosei suru to regulate regulation [061]:NAI04 
ttHt-tQ shootai suru to invite invitation [104]:ABB14 
1It~-tQ deNwa suru to telephone telephone [105]:NAN13 
tl:ut-tQ shusseki to attend attendance [115]:NAQ10 
1fiill-tQ kiboo suru to hope hope [169] :ABW09 

Table 25: Compound verb constructions with -t Q (SUrtl' 

In spoken language translation, the light verb construction is preferred in En
glish for three reasons. One reason is that the sentence sounds more colloquial. 
Another reason is that an argument can be suppressed, e.g., the sentence, til 
made a telephone call", does not mention whom the speaker called up. Since 
the callee is often suppressed in Japanese, the construction is useful. The other 
reason is that it is easier to encode adverbial information. To understand the 
last point, let us compare two sentences: 

(34) a. I telephone her twice. 

b. I make two telephone calls to her. 

Both sentences, (34a) and (34b), encode the same information that the speaker 
calls a person up two times, but the sentence (34b) sounds better probably 
because the relation between (two' and (telephone calls' is clearer. 

To express the same proposition as above, the sentence construction is like 
(34a) in Japanese as shown in (35). The difficult part is, therefore, to generate 
a sentence like (34b) given a sentence like (35), where the syntactic structure 
of sentence changes. 

(35) watashi ga kanojo ni ni do deNwa suru 
I [NOM] her [ACC] two times to telephone 
(I telephone her twice. 
f.l.iJ~1&::*=t;:=gL 1I[~-t Q 0 ) 

Compound Verbs Some verbs can be combined to form a compound verb. 
Among various constructions we only consider a construction, VerbI[infinitive] 
+ Verb2 • The meaning of compound verbs is more or less derived from those 
of element verbs, but the relation between the two verbs is not trivial. 
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• Ff1? - ~~ 'mochi yoru' is composed of ffl"? 'motsu' (bring) and ~~ 
'yoru' (gather). The meaning is to gather somewhere each bringing some
thing with him. An expression, }jj(fflj ~ ffl1?~"')"t 'geNkoo 0 mochiyot te' 
(to gather each bringing a manuscript), appears at [010]:AAF04. 

• M"t.:> - ~;b1t~ 'machi awase' is composed of M""? 'matsu' (wait for) and 
~.b1t ~ 'awaseru' (join together) and means to wait for someone by 
appoin tment. 

• Jr( 0 - ~t t;,? 'tori hakarau' is composed of Jr( ~ 'toru' (take) and ~t t;, ? 
'hakarau' (arrange) and means to arrange a matter as one thinks fit. 

The problem in translation is that in most cases there is no directly correspond
ing single verb in English. To express the information implied in compound 
verbs, some phrases have to be added to the sentence for explanation. As the 
result, translated sentences become explanatory and longer, e.g., f.1.1;'~ C M"t.:> 
~;bit ~ ttwatashi-ga kare-to machi-awase ru" is better translated to ttl wait 
for him by appointment", not simply to ttl wait for him". 

5 Pragmatic phenomena 

5.1 Viewpoint, honorifics and zero-pronouns 

Various pragmatic factors can affect the way a single event is described. We 
consider here as an example how the translation of sentences containing 'give' 
can be translated into Japanese. For the English verb, 'give', there are at 
least four possible translations in Japanese: 'kureru', 'kudasaru', 'ageru', and 
'sashiageru '. The use of these words can be summarised as follows: 

pov 
receIver 
giver 

normal 
'kureru ' 
'ageru ' 

honorific 
'kudasaru' (giver> receiver) 

'sashiageru' (giver < receiver) 

condition 
giver =I 1st per. 

receiver 1= 1st per. 

'kureru' is used when the event is described from receiver's point of view (pov) 
while 'ageru' is used when the event is described from giver's point of view. 
'kudasaru' is honorific form of 'kureru', where the giver stands in higher position 
than the receiver. Both 'kureru' and 'kudasaru' can only be used when the 
giver is not the first person, typically the speaker in our domain. 'sashiageru' 
is honorific form of 'ageru', where the giver stands in lower position than the 
receiver. Both 'ageru' and 'sashiageru' can only be used when the receiver is 
not the first person, say, the speaker. 

The argument of these Japanese verbs can often be omitted . Most frequently, 
the reference to the speaker himself is suppressed when it corresponds to the 
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viewpoint, e.g., as the receiver of (kureru' and as the giver of (ageru '. The 
reference to the hearer, too, can be suppressed, e.g., as the giver of (kureru' 
and as the receiver of (ageru '. The same goes for (kudasaru' as (kureru " and 
for (sashiageru' as (ageru '. In the worst case of translation from Japanese to 
English, therefore, both the giver and receiver have to be recovered from the 
context. 

Figure 1 depicts the translation relation between (give' and {(kureru " (ku
dasaru " (ageru', (sashiageru '}. The rule at the top node, (ageru' ¢:} (give', 
is the default translation rule translating (ageru' to (give' and vice versa inde
pendent of any background condition. From here towards the bottom, the items 
of information considered in background increase. Moving down left wards , if 
the viewpoint is at the receiver and the giver is not the first person, then the 
rule, (kureru' ¢:} (give', is applicable. 

receive = speaker 

receive = speaker 

pov = giver, 
reciever! 1 st per 

kureru receive = speaker 
<=>give me receiver = hearer 

kudasaru<=>You give me sashiageru ~ I give you 

Figure 1: The translation relation concerning (give' 

Down from here, three more refined rules are found. Moving down rightwards, 
if the giver stands in higher position than the receiver, the rule, (kudasaru' 
¢:} (give " is applicable because the honorific form is more appropriate in the 
context. The other two rules concern zero-anaphora. Backing to the previous 
point, if the giver is not explicitly realised in the sentence and is identifiable 
with the hearer, the second person pronoun, (You " is introduced by (kureru' ¢:} 

(You give'. Similarly, if the receiver is not expressed and is identifiable with the 
speaker, the first person pronoun, (me', is introduced by (kureru' ¢:} (give me'. 
These three rules are independently applicable as understood from the figure. 
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The similar relations hold for the cases of 'ageru' and 'sashiageru '. 

5.2 haijiie answer 

The short answers, 'hai' and 'iie', are usually translated to 'yes' and 'no', but 
they have sometimes to be translated to 'no' and 'yes', respectively. Unlike 
English 'yes/no', the choice between 'hai' and 'iie' does not reflect the polarity 
(positive or negative) of the proposition in question. The choice rather depends 
on whether or not the speaker agrees to the addressee. That is, 'hai' means 
'agreed' and 'iie' 'disagreed'. The difference becomes problematic when the 
question is of negative form and the speaker would like to agree or disagree 
with it as shown below. 

(36) a. ashita kochira ni korare nai deshoo? 
tomorrow here [DIR] cannot come (question) 
You cannot come here tomorrow, can you? 

b. hai muri desu 
no impossible be 
No, I can't. 

c. iie korare masu 
yes can come 
Yes, I can. 

Another difference is that 'hai' can also be uttered at the place where 'OK' is 
more appropriate in English. In this respect the Japanese 'hai' is more like the 
German 'ja '. 

5.3 Dialogue acts 

It is observed by many researchers that different sentences can mean the same 
thing or can convey the same intention by the speaker to the hearer. The 
observation has been developed as Speech Acts Theory and been adopted to 
analysing the meaning of sentences in dialogue as dialogue acts in Verbmobil 
[Jekat et al. 1995]. We have applied the ideas to analysing Japanese sentences 
in dialogue and found that the dialogue acts observed in the Japanese corpus 
are not dramatically different from those found in German or English. But 
there are some expressions characteristic to Japanese: 

• A word for excuse is often uttered when the speaker turns down the other's 
suggestion, e.g., -9\. \i it A-. 'suimaseN' (Sorry or Entschuldigung), $ lm 
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,::'~'\ \ i it A., 'mooshiwake gozai mase N' (Sorry or Entschuldigung) and 
'mooshiwake nai ' . 

• A word for cooperation is quite often uttered when the speaker confirms 
their meeting, e.g., J: -0 l < 13U~ \ liT 'yoroshiku 0 negai shi masu '. 
The expression is often translated to (bye' or 'A uf Wiederhoeren', but the 
literal meaning is to ask for one's good will. 

There are also particular ways in negotiation. Namely, a speaker can turn down 
the other's suggestion by explaining the reason why it does not suit him, without 
explicitly saying 'no '. The phenomena is explained in depth in [Alexandersson 
et al. 1997]. 

6 Conclusion 

We have seen what can be problematic when translating sentences between 
Japanese and German/English. In presenting those problems we categorised 
them into three classes, i.e., lexical, grammatic, and pragmatic. Of these classes, 
we have still many problems to consider, especially for pragmatics. We could 
not discuss the issue of tense and aspect, either. We opt for another report for 
each subject separately to make the current report accessible. 

We could not also discuss how we can approach to the problems presented here 
since our aim was to explain what the problems are. An approach to pragmatic 
factors, however, has been discussed by one of the authors in [Fujinami 1997], 
where he argues that conditional logic helps us to study how most appropriate 
expressions can be chosen in translation. We know of course that many other 
problems await us for a solution. 

Despite of all these shortcomings, we believe that the report provides the reader 
with enough material to get an insight into the problems related to Japanese. 
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